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Abstract
The International Vocabulary of Metrology – Basic and General Concepts
and Associated Terms (VIM)
(JGCM 200:2012; http://www.bipm.org/en/publications/guides/vim.html)
is produced by the Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology (JCGM), which
currently gathers eight international organizations working in the field of
metrology and aimed at addressing the general metrological needs of
science, technology, and society through the development of guidance
documents (together with the VIM, the Evaluation of measurement data –
Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement (GUM) (JCGM
100:2008)).
A comparison of the three editions of the VIM (published in 1984, 1993,
2007 respectively) highlights that measurement science is a moving target,
and some of its foundational topics, such as the concepts of quantity,
measurement result, and measurand, have significantly changed even in a
relatively short time. With reference to some cogent examples, the seminar
will emphasize the current understanding of measurement as a knowledgebased, pragmatic process, in which models play a primary role.
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The context: JCGM and its products
Some fundamental changes
What is measurable?
What is measured?
What is measurement?

Towards the future...

Joint Committee
for Guides in Metrology (JCGM)
(established in 1997)

(BIPM) Int.l Bureau of Weights and Measures
(IEC) Int.l Electrotechnical Commission
(IFCC) Int.l Federation of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine
(ILAC) Int.l Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation
(ISO) Int.l Organization for Standardization
(IUPAC) Int.l Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
(IUPAP) Int.l Union of Pure and Applied Physics
(OIML) Int.l Organization of Legal Metrology

The scope of JCGM
metrology: «science of measurement and its application»

… no principled constraints on the object of measurement...

JCGM guidance docs
the “VIM”

the “GUM”

vim.html
http://www.bipm.org/en/publications/guides/
gum.html

→ a live demo

It is only a vocabulary...
Yes... but compare, e.g., with

Searching Electropedia for “sensitivity”:

The structure of the VIM
1. Quantities and units
2. Measurement
3. Devices for measurement
4. Properties of measuring devices
5. Measurement standards (Etalons)
about 150 concepts defined
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The VIMs as witnesses of change
These changes have been much more than a matter
of political moves or lexical fixes

They witness that
fundamentals of measurement science
are a moving target
An example: ‘measurement’
VIM1 & VIM2:
«set of operations
having the object
of determining the value
of a quantity»

VIM3:
«process of experimentally
obtaining one or more quantity values
that can reasonably be attributed
to a quantity»

(note that changing concepts while terms are maintained causes ambiguity)

Is measurement science
a moving target?
The VIMs can be considered as snapshots, taken
●
from a conservative viewpoint
(the existing widespread metrological infrastructure, standards,
accreditation procedures, … have to be maintained)
●
from a political viewpoint
(changes require the consensus of all Member Organizations)
… and nevertheless some interesting changes can be found
●
from the VIM1, mainly reflecting the traditional standpoint
●
to the VIM3 (and beyond?)

From the VIM1 to the VIM3:
what drivers of change?
VIM1

VIM2

VIM3

1984

1993

2007

●

The domain of the VIMs widened:
from physics to physics + chemistry + lab medicine
(note that quantum physics is basically outside the scope of the VIMs)

●

●

In the last decades the philosophical understanding of
measurement has been changing
Measurement science as such is evolving...

The VIMs as drivers of change?
… because the VIM is not a generic dictionary
(«collection of entries presenting information related to concepts or
designations from one or more specific subject fields»)
but a vocabulary
(«dictionary which contains designations and definitions»)
[adapted from ISO 1087-1:2000:
Terminology work - Vocabulary - Part 1: Theory and application]

and in fact a concept system
and in perspective it might become an ontology

The VIM as a concept system
Lemma id
(Lemma id in the VIM2)
Lemma
Possible secondary lemmas
Definition, possibly referring
to other concepts
Possible notes and examples

«The substitution principle applies; that is, it is possible in any definition to
replace a term referring to a concept defined elsewhere in the VIM by the
definition corresponding to that term, without introducing contradiction or
circularity.»
«In some definitions, the use of non-defined concepts is unavoidable. In
this Vocabulary, such non-defined concepts include: system, component,
phenomenon, body, substance, property, reference, experiment,
examination, magnitude, ...»

The context: JCGM and its products
Some fundamental changes
What is measurable?
What is measured?
What is measurement?

Towards the future...

From the VIM1 to the VIM3:
some fundamental changes
What is measurable?
The traditional position:

Measurability is a feature of empirical properties
that can be compared with each other
in terms of their ratio

Properties and quantities
The VIM1 adopts the traditional position and presents it
in reference to quantities, by assuming that:
1. quantities are specific properties
2. only quantities are measurable
property
VIM1

measurable property
=
quantity

The status of ordinal properties remains (undefined and)
ambiguous here...

Properties and quantities again
The VIM3 maintains the VIM1 assumptions, but defines
ordinal properties as ordinal quantities
An ordinal quantity is a «quantity, defined by a conventional
measurement procedure, for which a total ordering relation can be
established, according to magnitude, with other quantities of the same
kind, but for which no algebraic operations among those quantities exist»
property
VIM3

nominal
property

measurable property
=
quantity
ordinal
quantity

quantity expressed by
a measurement unit

Measurability
Considering ordinal quantities as measurable entities is a break
with the Euclidean tradition: is it justified?
The VIM3 position is:
1. ‘having magnitude’ is sufficient for measurability
2. quantities (including ordinal ones) ‘have magnitude’
A quantity is a «property of a phenomenon, body, or substance, where
the property has a magnitude that can be expressed as a number and a
reference»

But is measurability just a matter of lexical conventions?
Should the concept be further extended,
so to include nominal properties?

From the VIM1 to the VIM3:
some fundamental changes
What is measured?
The traditional position:

Measurement conveys uninterpreted information
on the empirical property
in input to the measuring instrument

Measurands
The VIM1 adopts the traditional position and presents it
in reference to measurands, by assuming that:
1. measurement is a «set of operations having the object of
determining the value» of a measurand
2. a measurand is a «quantity subjected to measurement»

VIM1

object under
measurement

measurand

measuring
system

measurement
result

Measurands again
The VIM3 redefines measurand as a «quantity intended to be
measured»
object under
measurement

VIM3

quantity
subject to
measurement

experimental
component
definitional
component

measurement
result
attributed to
measurand

The idea: we do our best to let the measuring system interact with the
quantity we want to measure, but the measurement result will be attributed
to the quantity as we have defined it, not to the (unknown) quantity with
which the instrument actually interacted

Definitional uncertainty
Measurement uncertainty takes into account both the
experimental and the definitional components:
definitional uncertainty: «component of measurement
uncertainty resulting from the finite amount of detail in the
definition of a measurand» [concept introduced in the VIM3]
and indeed:
«Definitional uncertainty is the practical minimum measurement
uncertainty achievable in any measurement of a given
measurand.»
Measurement results,
and in particular measurement uncertainty,
depend on definitional issues

From the VIM1 to the VIM3:
some fundamental changes
What is measurement?
The traditional position:

Measurement is a purely experimental process

Measurement
The VIM1 adopts the traditional position and presents it
in reference to measurement, by assuming that:
1. it is a determination process whose outcome preexists to
measurement itself
2. the measurand has a single value

VIM1

Measurement is aimed at
«determining
the value
of a quantity»

Measurement again
The VIM3 redefines measurement as a «process of experimentally
obtaining one or more quantity values that can reasonably be
attributed to a quantity»

How can this “reasonable attribution” be obtained?

A model-based process
measurement model [concept introduced in the VIM3]:
«mathematical relation among all quantities known to be involved in a
measurement»
... specialized in the measurement function:
measurand = f (indication, influence quantities)
influence
quantities
object under
measurement quantity
subject to
measurement
measurand
mathematical
component

transducer

indication
experimental
component

measurement
function

indication
influence
quantities

Problem
How can the measurement function be known?
How is it obtained?
That is, how can measurement be modeled?

The fundamental concept
calibration
«operation that, under specified conditions,
in a first step, establishes a relation between the quantity values
with measurement uncertainties provided by measurement
standards and corresponding indications with associated
measurement uncertainties
and, in a second step, uses this information to establish a
relation for obtaining a measurement result from an indication»
[definition significantly changed in the VIM3]

Calibration: in a first step...
«establishes a relation between the quantity values with
measurement uncertainties provided by measurement
standards and corresponding indications with associated
measurement uncertainties»

measurement
standards
quantity
values with
measurement
uncertainties

transducer
indication
values with
measurement
uncertainties

... and in a second step...
«uses this information to establish a relation for obtaining a
measurement result from an indication»

measurement
result

indication
value

The synthesis
calibration diagram
«graphical expression of the relation between indication and
corresponding measurement result»

quantity
values
first step

measurement
result quantity
values

indication
values

[concept introduced in the VIM3]

indication
indication values
second step

Measurement as pragmatic process
Measurement uncertainty is the overall parameter to
assess the quality of what a measurement produces in a
costs/benefits analysis...
... and it is aimed at being compared to the
target uncertainty [concept introduced in the VIM3]
«measurement uncertainty specified as an upper limit and
decided on the basis of the intended use of measurement
results»
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What is measurement?

Towards the future...

Towards the VIM4
The current edition of the VIM is still a half refined document,
and the JCGM has already approved a new edition
in a time frame of 5 to 10 years

Some acknowledged open issues...

Nominal properties
Should measurement be generalized to nominal properties?
According to the VIM3, «measurement does not apply to nominal
properties» (and the term “examination” is introduced to denote
the process of value attribution to nominal properties)
But «measurement implies comparison of quantities or counting
of entities» and objects can be both compared with each other
and counted also in reference to nominal properties...

What is the relation between
quantitation and measurement?

True value, error, and uncertainty
The VIM3 defines true value as «quantity value consistent with
the definition of a quantity»: is it a correct definition?
«There is not a single true quantity value but rather a set of true
quantity values consistent with the definition»: is this concept of
'multiple true values' correct?
(note that the VIM3 defines measurement error as «measured quantity value
minus a reference quantity value», instead of «minus the true value»)

Are ‘measurement uncertainty’ and ‘measurement error’
compatible with each other?

The VIM domain
«In this Vocabulary, it is taken for granted that there is no
fundamental difference in the basic principles of measurement in
physics, chemistry, laboratory medicine, biology, or engineering.
Furthermore, an attempt has been made to meet conceptual needs
of measurement in fields such as biochemistry, food science,
forensic science, and molecular biology.»

Is it possible / appropriate / useful to further widen this domain
so to encompass also social sciences?
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Workshops
●
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Wednesday, November 20, 12:00 PM to 2:00 PM:
Models of measurement: the general structure
Thursday, November 21, 9:00 AM to 11:00 AM:
Models of measurement: measuring systems and metrological
infrastructure
Thursday, November 21, 2:00 PM to 4:00 PM:
An overview on measurement uncertainty: from the standpoint of
the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM)
Friday, November 22, 10:00 AM to noon:
Is the body of knowledge on measurement worth to be a ‘science’,
and what may be the scope of a measurement science?

